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By Rod Wyndham

W
HY do we love ski-boating and fishing so much?  Sure it’s
about catching fish —  the endless pursuit of the next big
one and the skill to outwit that fish — but there is actually so
much more to fishing. The friendship out on the water, the

dramatic scenery and views that we see of our coastline, the excitement
of the launch through the surf and then the endless hours of drifting,
trolling and waiting, plus hours of trying to solve the world’s issues. This
all combines with the thrill of the chase when it all connects and the reel
screams with the hope of the next big fish.



Of course none of this is limited to fishing at sea, so when
I saw a friend’s post on Facebook about his family’s trip pad-
dling on the Orange River, I decided to find out more.
Naturally my first question was:“Can I fish and what is the
fishing like?” Before I knew it we were booked and
counting down the days.

It turns out that the fishing can be very good, with
the target species being largemouth yellowfish, small-
mouth yellows, mudfish, barbel, carp and tilapia. I knew
little about catching these fish, but I’m a fisherman, so
how hard could it be, right?  With a lot of help from the
guys at Frontier Fly Fishing — Dean Riphagen and Riaan

Heyns — I was prepared for mostly flyfishing, but of
course I threw in a spinning rod just in case.

I spent a number of nights tying flies with enough lead in
them to make holes in my boat. I even needed to add a tung-
sten bead to get then down I was told. Riaan, a local expert,
says, “Unless your fly is on the bottom you are not going to
catch fish.” “But how much lead is enough?” I ask. “The more
the better,” I am pretty much told.“You’ll see.”

So, armed with boxes of flies that would drown most fish-
ermen, plus a few Rapalas, we set off for the Orange River...

The Orange River is nearly 2 000km from my home and
the road trip is spectacular. Those who have never been to
the Northern Cape from Upington to Kakamas and from
there to Springbok, you are seriously missing out. Simply
spectacular!  My kids would say,“Dad, it’s like we are on a dif-
ferent planet.”

We caught our first view of the mighty Orange River at
Augrabies Falls, and what a spectacle it was. Being the avid
angler I am, all I could see were the large shoals of large- and
smallmouth yellows at the base of the falls, with no way to
reach them. It got the blood pumping, though, and I went to
sleep that night dreaming of all those fish.

We then crossed the Orange River and arrive in Namibia
at Bundi Adventures — our starting point. After a quick brief-
ing on how to pack our watertight drums and cooler boxes
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Camp one —
Thumb print hill.

Five-year-old
Tayne Wyndham

proudly shows
off his mudfish.

Camp two in the heart
of the wilderness.

Orange River mornings with sun tipped mountains.



and a hysterical account of how to use the bush toilet (aka
looloo) by Lazarus, the packing and list checking takes place.
There is very little packing space and you are pretty much
encouraged to only take one set of clothes for the river and
one for at night. A blow-up mattress and a pump are a must,
believe me. On my boat obviously my fishing gear took prior-
ity and all the lead that I had packed weighed me down like
some of those taxis you see heading for the borders.

Early the next morning we were given a final safety brief-
ing and then we were off. Very soon one sees the incredible
beauty of this river. The green river banks give way to mas-
sive sandstone and granite cliffs. The pace on the river is slow
and one drifts along at peace. The friendly banter on the river
with an occasional water fight is like no other, and the mood
among the paddlers is generally one of awe. Greg De Valle,
my marlin fishing buddy and crew member, pumped out a
few tunes from Creedence on his speaker as we drifted along
in the hot sun.

The first rapid was soon upon us and our river guides
prepped us for the run. You paddle like mad and in seconds
the river goes from scenes of slow and lazy to rapid and fran-
tic; certainly enough to make sure you are not asleep and to
get the heart racing. However, as quickly as it appears it’s
over; you may be a little wet, but you’re back on the slow pad-
dle and drift.

Before long it’s lunch and you pull up to the side. Fishing
time!  The rods are out and the first flies are tied and cast into
the current ... Fishing is a bit slow, but there are few expecta-
tions at this stage; the experience of just being on the river
overtakes everything. Soon a game of cricket is on the go in
the blazing sun and the families fight it out, but the sun even-
tually chases us to the shade.

One day blends into another with views that just get bet-
ter and better; truly breathtaking. The river is full of life and is
only interrupted with the odd rapid. They slowly get more
and more challenging, but you have plenty of time to learn as
you go. It’s not long before you become a master and rapids

that looked daunting on day one look like child’s play on day
three. You leave behind all sign of human existence, and soon
it’s you the river, the desert and the mountains. The odd fish
eagle keeps an eye on you and occasionally you see a black
eagle soaring over the cliffs. You pass some diamond mines or
works and you can’t help thinking of the stories of men seek-
ing their fortunes. The guides share stories of guys picking up
8 and 14 carat diamonds while walking along the bank or
working the mines. Makes you take more careful note of the
stones and pebbles at your feet; maybe today will be my lucky
day!

Every afternoon you pull up to the most beautiful camp-
site in the world with huge, towering mountains on each side.
It’s a quick set up of the tents and then lots of time to fish
until the sun sets. Some are happy to laze around camp,
bathe in the river and take it easy, while others are on the
hunt to find those fish.

The fishing is just incredible, and after a few days spent
honing our skills we were into the yellows almost shot for
shot. I had always heard how strong these fish were, but for
some reason had still discounted them. Well, I was in for a les-
son; they fight better than those prized tigerfish that we love
to catch. I quickly learnt that my 5-wt Sage rod was no match
and I should have taken Riaan’s advice to rather fish a 6- or
even 7-wt. I bust off more hooks that I have ever done and
often my fly returned straightened.

We would fish well into the dusk and return to camp
every night with wonderful tales of fish that got away. If it
wasn’t for the odd photo I think the other folks on the river
with us would have had their doubts about us. Greg and I
were on a steep learning curve, but we managed to land the
odd fish.

One afternoon we beached for the night at the Entrance
Exam Rapid — this was apparently the one that would ulti-
mately prepare us for the Sjambok, one we would encounter
in a few days’ time. This rapid looked perfect for fishing and
we raced off to try our luck until dark.
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Lauren, Tayne and Michaela on the the river.

Tayne very pleased with
his smallmouth yellow.

Last day on the river — day five.
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Soon we noticed thousands of mudfish spawning on the
opposite bank in the very shallow rapid. We then noticed that
below the rapid was a huge heaving mass of white water and
fish. They were all barbel, but huge barbel; bigger than any I
had ever seen. Many were trying to climb the shallow rapid
to get at the mudfish. Once they had spawned in the shallows
the mudfish would ultimately have to try and pass this mass
of open mouths; it was a sight to behold.

Fly-rods where not going to cut it, but sunset was 30 min-
utes away and the camp — and our spinning rods — was still
a good kilometre or two upstream. We made a dash for it and
soon were back, ready to do battle.

Light was fading fast and we knew we probably only had
time for a few casts each. Well, shot for shot we cast across
the current, hit the rocks on the other side and were into a
monster barbel. Time and time again my heavy spinning rod
with 40 lb braid and Saltiga reel were no match for these huge
fish in the current. We broke split rings, hooks, lures, the lot.
Greg and I hooked at least five fish each and only managed to
get three out, these being the smallest of the bunch. We even-
tually ran out of light.

Walking back to camp we could not wait for first light.
We had agreed with our river guide that, after completing

the rapid the next morning, he would pull the group over on
that side of the river and let us get in some fishing. We were
not disappointed, and although the barbel had moved off and
the muddies were not spawning as prolifically, the fishing
action was incredible.

We landed large- and smallmouth yellows aplenty, plus the
odd muddy which is also a strong fighter on fly.

Eventually we had to follow the group down the river to
our next adventure and the “Nappy Run” — you turn your life
jacket upside down and pull it up your legs, then float down
the rapid without a boat, on your bum with your legs up. The
kids thought this was hilarious!

The trip is truly the adventure of a lifetime and one of the
best family trips that you can imagine. There is a fair amount
of paddling and one 5km+ stretch is actually called Divorce

Alley (we soon worked out why), but the hard work pays off.
The regular breaks for meals and swimming — not to men-
tion the rapids — make the day a great deal of fun. Kids have
an absolute blast; there is plenty of fun for them and they can
easily fish from the side with a mielie pip, often out-catching
us guys on the fly. I took my five-year-old and 11-year-old with
and they loved it.

Day four is incredible, and is the day you face the mighty
Sjambok Rapid. I think we were all secretly bricking our-
selves, having heard stories of 19 boats flipping in a single
day, some to never been seen again.

Just after lunch the challenge was on. The rods were put
away for the first time in days and everything was double tied
down. Hannes, our river guide and tower of strength, went
through every detail and told us there was nothing to worry
about. He set off first with his fully laden canoe — tables,
pots, pans etc — and glided down standing up, making it look
very easy.

After a good pep talk to our crew members we went for
it, hearts pumping and arms working hard. Through a good
few waves and sliding past T-bone Rock and we were through.
It all happened so quickly that we all thought the worst was
still coming, but no, it was over.

There were a few trembling hands like after that tight
launch through the surf on your ski-boat. Everyone made it
and there were high fives all round. What a rush!  The current
was swift in that section and paddling was easy. Before long
we were at our camp and setting up for another perfect night;
a little sun burnt and tired, and happy to be stopping for the
night.

Well, the desert always has a few surprises, and later that
afternoon we experienced a dust storm.

Greg and I were out fishing and catching some really big
yellows, the best of the trip. We saw it coming from a long
way off and soon it blanketed our camp and eyes like you see
in the movies. The wind was howling and Hannes and our
families were back at camp holding onto the kitchen gazebo
for dear life, but as quick as it arrived it left and calm descend-

Greg Valle with one of the smaller bar-
bel (catfish) that we were able to land.

Rod Wyndham with a barbel
that did not break hooks or
line.  The rapid behind his
shoulder is where the mud-
dies were spawning and the
white foam below is where
the barbel were waiting.

Group pic photo bombed by stray dog on the river.



ed again. We then had a few drops of rain, something very
unusual, Hannes says. We didn’t even run for cover, we just
enjoyed every minute of it, and soon it settled into another
perfect evening.

The display of fireflies was unparalleled, and it was like
watching a very expensive laser lighting show as they drifted
across from the other side of the river bank in their hundreds.
We were kept in awe for hours before dragging our tired,
aching bodies to bed. The fire flies followed, though, and we
lay looking up at the stars through our mozzie netting on the
tent, the Milky Way and the fireflies performing above us like
the best show pilots. The sense of contentment was surreal.
Soon we fell asleep to the sound of the river bubbling past on
its way to the coast. Truly magical.

The best part of the trip is the escape from modern tech-
nology — no cellphone signal, no video games, no social
media, no Facetime, no Twitter, no Instagram and no
Facebook, only family and fun time. I took a satellite phone
along in case of an emergency, but the sense of relaxation I
felt not having to check my phone was just the best.
Everyone commented on how wonderful that was. You get to
talk to each other as you drift down the river and you really
get to know each other. It has changed my kids and made us
a better family; who could ask for more?

We used the Bundi Adventure Company and they were
fantastic. They send you off with experienced river guides
who look after your every need — including cooking three
fantastic meals every day. I have no idea how they do it, but
you will be well fed.

You have to take your own water, drinks and snacks. They
provide a large water proof barrel that takes your sleeping
bag and dry stuff, plus they provide a large cooler box with
ice for (they say) 50 cans of beverages, etc.

Evenings are spent around a roaring fire and most nights
you are sleeping by 9pm, whacked out from the day’s activity.
You rise to the still water, reflections of mountains topped
with the fiery first rays of the morning sun and the smell of
wood smoke as the first morning coffee is brewed. Paradise, I

promise you.
If you are a keen angler then put a group together and let

them know that’s what you want; it will mean less paddling
and more fishing.

Otherwise the normal program gives you a bit of every-
thing and caters for all. They offer three-, four- and five-day
river packages. We did the five-day trip and were not disap-
pointed, nor did we find it too long. I think secretly we all
wanted to keep going and were sad when it came time to
haul our boats off the river. We are already thinking of doing
another trip in 2020.

FISHING GEAR NEEDED

Flyfishing is probably the best way
• 6/7-wt rod
• Good reel with lots of backing
• 12- to 15 lb leaders are a must
• Good, well-tied flies on good hooks

Flies for smallmouth yellows:
• Sizes 8, 10, 14, 16
• Caddis patterns well weighted with tungsten beads
• Hots spot pheasant tail nymphs
• Hare’s ear nymphs
• Worm patterns
• Copper Johns
• MSP Flies 

Flies for largemouth yellows:
• Sizes 4, 6 and 8
• MSP flies
• Muishond
• Lake Dragon 

Kids
• Small rods
• Small hooks, swivels and sinkers
• Whole kernel corn, that’s all.
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